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Quote of the
Month
Adopt the pace of
nature; her secret is
patience.

Middle of Winter
We are officially in the depth of winter,

fruits and vegetables. The colors of the

and this saddens me. In fact as I write this

harvest are some of my favorite! Not to

we are having a rare snowstorm for our

mention the Nutrition Nerd in me gets

area. February always seems to have

excited to taste the goods at the Farmer’s

more snow than the rest of the months,

Markets. God sure did us good by

but it is still rare for the Clackamas

blessing us with such a large variety of

Foothills. I must admit, summertime is my

colorful foods!

favorite season, but narrowly so. I much
-Ralph Waldo
Emerson

prefer spring for the beautiful colors
popping up out of the dark soil.
I can’t help but dream of summertime

In honor of my summer harvest dreams,
this issue features a favorite fruit of mine:
The Mighty Blueberry.
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Nutrient of the Month: Manganese
A little known important trace mineral

Consider
Manganese the
legs of a sheep
dog—without his
legs, he cannot
round up the loose
sheep, allowing
them to make a
mess of the
hedges.

Yes, that’s spelled right. We’re

antioxidant to assist the body in

not talking about magnesium;

dealing with free radicals, which

that’s a topic for a less exciting

can be damaging to tissue.

issue. Today we’re talking about

Consider this enzyme the sheep

the underdog trace mineral:

dog that gets all the loose lambs

Manganese (Mang-uh-nees).

back in the pen, and the

Chances are slim that you’ve

manganese is the dog’s legs. The

been recommended to

dog wouldn’t do very well without

specifically increase your intake

the ability to run! Sheep would

of this amazing little mineral—and

be running in every which

that’s OK. If your diet is diverse in

direction, eating the roses and

fruits, vegetables, sprouted

making a mess of the hedges. You

grains, and nuts—you’re likely

get the idea. Manganese is an

getting enough of it. I’d like to

important component. This

bring to light some of the amazing

particular enzyme is extremely

things that manganese does for

beneficial in controlling

our bodies.

inflammation and pain.

Manganese is an essential

There are many more processes

nutrition with whole foods is that

component to an enzyme in the

in the body that manganese is

many of the co-nutrients come

body called Manganese

involved in. Studies have shown it

packaged in their correct

Superoxide Dismutase Enzyme.

to be beneficial in promoting

proportions, as opposed to

This enzyme acts as an

good bone health and density,

Continued p. 3

Fruit Sources
Blueberry
Pineapple
Raspberry
Banana
Strawberry
Loganberry
Blackberry
Cranberry

and, although not yet proven,
some studies have suggested a
link to delaying the progression
of osteoporosis. Manganese alone
is not responsible for these
things, but in combination with
other minerals including calcium,
zinc and copper. The best part of

Nut Sources

Grain Sources

Vegetable Sources

Almond
Hazelnut (Filbert)
Pumpkin Seed
Pine Nut
Macadamia
Pecan
Flaxseed
Walnut

(Sprouted)
Oat
Wheat
Barley
Rye
Rice
Quinoa
Amaranth
Buckwheat

Garlic
Beet Greens
Kale
Rainbow Chard
Turnip Greens
Green Beans
Okra
Carrot
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Manganese has
been shown to be
beneficial in
preventing and
controlling pain
in arthritis
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supplementation, which could, if not

connective tissue such as ligaments

done properly, create imbalances.

and cartilage.

Manganese is found in the parts of the

There has been some recent research

brain that control cognitive function

showing a potential link that naturally

and neuron transmission, and also has

occurring manganese can be

shown potential in helping to control

beneficial to those with some lung

some mood disorders.

disorders, including Chronic

Manganese is also needed to make
enzymes that are used in a process
called gluconeogenesis. This process
is how the body maintains blood
sugar levels between meals.
Manganese has been shown to

Obstructive Pulmonary Disease
(COPD). In 2017 the Rotterdam Study
associated manganese superoxide
enzyme in conjunction with zinc and
selenium to be associated with a
lower risk of lung cancer.

control overly high blood sugar

Pretty amazing underdog, isn’t it?

levels in mouse studies. I know we

While this lesser-known mineral has

are not mice, but it does open the

quite the list of benefits, it does, as

door to understanding this amazing

with many things, have a word of

little mineral.

caution I must bring to light.

If you’ve not yet been convinced of
how amazing manganese is, that’s
okay because we’re not done yet.
Manganese has been shown to be
beneficial in preventing and
controlling pain in arthritis. The
link here is thought to be more
because of the anti-inflammatory
properties of the manganese
superoxide enzyme. Pair this microbuddy with some glucosamine and
chondroitin and you’ve got yourself a
natural approach to arthritis. Not
surprising though, as manganese is
intricately involved in the formation of

Overdose or toxicity of manganese is
a real concern that can lead to a few
undesirable health conditions. This is
usually the case particularly when
using supplementation. If you are
getting your manganese from a
diverse diet this concern is
negligible. The FDA recommends a
maximum upper limit of 11mg of
manganese a day, so speak with your
doctor about the supplements that
you’re taking, and double check
them yourself to make sure you’re
not getting too much of a good thing.
By Krysti Slonaker
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Food of the Month
The Mighty Blueberry

Do you have a favorite fruit? If I

(carrot-en-oids). These little

oxidant qualities and have been

were to choose, I would 100%

dudes are pretty awesome

shown to be beneficial in

hands down have to admit mine is

antioxidants. Carotenoids are

protecting the eyes from light

the blueberry. It is low glycemic,

nutrients that the body converts

induced damage, as well as

tasty, and if eaten in large enough

into Vitamin A. There are 3 types

slowing age related macular

quantities, will stain your teeth

of carotenoids found in

degeneration, and also helpful to

blue. What could be better?

blueberries, although two of them

improve nighttime driving.

We hear a lot about blueberries
being powerhouses, but is all of
the hype true? Let’s break down
these tiny little treats into their

are measured together. These
carotenoids are Beta-Carotene
(carro-teen), lutein (loo-teen),
and zeaxanthin (zee-uh-zan-thin).

Blueberries are particularly high
in phytonutrients. Phytonutrients
are plant compounds that have
been shown to be beneficial in

least interesting features, so that

There has been some research

preventing diseases and have

the next time you enjoy some—or

that people who consume higher

anti-inflammatory and antioxidant

when you make this month’s

amounts of beta-carotene have

activity. These plant nutrients are

recipe—you can rest assured that

lower incidences of various

responsible for the amazing

you really are eating something

cancers. Beta-carotene has also

colors, smells, and flavors that

amazing for your body.

been shown to be beneficial in

fruits and vegetables have. While

slowing cognitive decline.

they are not essential to life in the

Lutein and zeaxanthin have anti-

Continued p. 5

The first nutrients we are going to
discuss are carotenoids

Vitamins

Minerals

Vitamin A
Vitamin C
Vitamin E
Vitamin K
Thiamin
Folate

Manganese
Copper
Potassium
Phosphorus
Magnesium
Zinc
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way that proteins and fats are,

water is added they tend to

they can be extremely beneficial

disappear. Have you ever

in overall health, well-being, and

steamed a purple cauliflower?

immune function.

Turns green or white! So

We are not going to go into
extreme detail about all of the
phytonutrients found in
blueberries, but we are going to
go over a few of my favorites.
Don’t worry, there will be no quiz.

disappointing. It also means that
you need to have proper
hydration in order to be able to
properly utilize the nutrient.
Anthocyanins have been shown to

Although not the
highest on the totem
pole for vitamin and
mineral content,
blueberries contain
many phytonutrients
that are beneficial
to optimal health

be protective against various
diseases, clean up after

nervous system, as well as

The first phytonutrient I find

inflammatory signals, have

particularly interesting is ellagic

antioxidant and antimicrobial

acid. Studies have shown that

activity, improve neurological

ellagic acid has anti-cancer

health, assistive in visual health,

Are you convinced of how

activity. It has also been shown

and happen to be amazing for use

awesome these little berries are?

to be potentially protective

as dye for textiles. Despite my

Unfortunately for us, there are no

against skin wrinkles that have

preference for the pronunciation,

Oregon native blueberries. The

been caused by sun damage.

I think this is a pretty awesome

blueberry that is native to Oregon

Blueberries contain only

little compound!

is the wild huckleberry, which

moderate amounts of ellagic acid;
it is more abundantly found in red
berries like raspberry and
pomegranate.

The last, but certainly not the
least important, is the
phytonutrient myricetin (meer-isee-tin). Myricetin is fascinating

anti-diabetic, anti-oxidant, and
anti-inflammatory support.

contains all of the benefits of
blueberries and more.
Fortunately for us, blueberries
grow really easily here, and are
readily available at the

My next favorite phytonutrient

to me because of the cognitive

isn’t particularly a favorite

and neurological benefits. It

because of its benefits, but I

amazes me how God uses such

Blueberries are amazing to eat

simply like the way it sounds.

tiny molecules to do such big

raw, but they also make awesome

Anthocyanins (an-tho-si-ah-nins);

things in the body. Studies have

baked, frozen, and simmered

say it out loud! It’s fun to say—I

suggested that myricetin can be

dishes. At only 21 carbohydrates

digress. Anthocyanins are

protective against neurological

per cup (3.6 of which are fiber!),

responsible for the colors blue,

diseases like Alzheimer’s and

blueberries are a low carb

purple, and red. They are water

Parkinson’s. It has beneficial

diabetic-friendly treat.

soluble, which means that when

activity related to the central

summertime farmer’s markets.

By Krysti Slonaker
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Jasmine Blueberry
Gummy

A Healthy treat with super-food potency
What’s better than a treat? A treat that is

with the little humans in your life. It takes

packed with amazing antioxidants, our

very little time to prepare, and the

nutrient of the month, and nutrients that

hardest part is waiting for it to set up in

support joint health!

the refrigerator. That’s not to say that one

This month’s recipe is my signature

couldn’t lick the spoon.

Jasmine Blueberry Gummy. I’m a sucker

To add a layer of fun to these, you could

for gummy treats, and I’m an even bigger

pour them into some candy molds or keep

sucker for blueberries. One day I had an

it simple with a 9-inch casserole dish. If

“aha!” moment that resulted in this

you do get fancy with the molds, email me

delectable deliciousness.

pictures!

This recipe is so easy that it’s great for the

(Continued p. 7)

beginner cook, and something fun to do
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Jasmine Blueberry Gummy
Difficulty level: Easy
Preparation: 20 minutes
Ingredients:
6 TBSP Gelatin Powder
1 cup Blueberries
1 cup strong-brew Jasmine tea
2 TBSP maple syrup
1 pinch sea salt
1 ½ Cup water
Tools & Utensils:
Medium Saucepan
Blender
Measuring Spoon & cup
Casserole Dish or Gelatin Molds
Wire Whisk or Fork
Directions:

Step 1:
Bring 1 ½ cups water to a boil.
Step 2:
Pour boiling water over 2 TBSP tea
leaves (or 4 tea bags) and let steep
for 15 minutes. The longer you let it

Step 4:

Step 7:

steep, the stronger the jasmine

Once cool, blend well in blender or

Add pinch of sea salt to taste. This is

flavor. If you have a green tea blend,

use an immersion blender.

to cut any bitterness from the tea.

be careful of steep time, as it can turn

Step 5:

Step 8:

bitter. If this happens, add an extra

Put tea and blueberry mixture back

Whisk in 6 TBSP gelatin, stirring

pinch of salt.

into saucepan and reheat to low-heat

quickly until dissolved.

Step 3:

simmer.

Step 9:

Strain tea back into saucepan and

Step 6:

Pour into gelatin molds or casserole

add blueberries. Simmer on LOW

Add 1-2 TBSP maple syrup to taste.

dish.

temperature until blueberries are

Some blueberries are sweet enough

Step 10:

aromatic, remove from heat

to not need as much maple syrup.

Let cool in refrigerator for at least 2

and let cool.

hours to set. Once set, enjoy!

7
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Featured Farmer
Dennis’ Hobby Blueberries

I find it fitting that this month’s Featured Farmer is
someone who’s been a family friend for longer
than I’ve been around. I’m not making any nods to
his age but I will mention he’s lucky enough to be
retired. I also find it fitting that he happens to grow
this month’s featured food.
Many of you know him from the Farmer’s Market
held at the Hoffman House Antique Mall; he will
greet you with a smile and have some small supply
of his amazing blueberries. I must admit that a pint
of his harvest doesn’t last very long. It usually only
lasts me until I hit roughly the Meadowbrook store
on my way home; which leaves me eager for the
next week’s market.

He grows 3 varieties of blueberry, which
gives him the ability to pick blueberries
throughout the season. One of his favorite

Dennis has a small, unincorporated hobby farm

parts of growing blueberries is that he gets

near Clarkes. Traditionally, many farmers get into

to watch the progression of the plants from

farming because it’s the family business or it’s

beautiful maroon-red branches, to tiny buds,

what they did growing up. For Dennis, it is simply

to gorgeous blooms that lead to vibrant

for the joy of growing things.

green berries that slowly turn from red to
deep blue. It is amazing to me how a single
plant can display so many colors in such a
short amount of time. He often will walk the
rows several times a week, simply to enjoy
the shrubs. Pair the enjoyment of watching
the plants progress from barren to fruitful
(pun intended) with the pleasure of being
able to share what he was able to grow, and

Photos by Dennis Hoffman

Continued p. 9
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you’ve got one happy

recipe, you’d likely not need

hobbyist.

to add as much maple syrup, if

The early season Legacy
blueberries that Dennis grows

With farming often comes

are common here in Oregon.

challenges. The hardest part

They’re his best-producing

for Dennis is that he is still

shrubs, often getting 4-5

learning how to prune the

pickings throughout the

bushes. This year will be his

season.

5 th year growing blueberries

His most impressive size-wise
ripen next and are a Chandler
Blueberry (center picture).
These have a short growing
season, but produce large
meaty berries; he likened the
consistency to a grape. The

but only his 3 rd year at the
market. He is, however, no
green horn to growing shrubs.
For a while he owned a small
nursery stock farm for the
same reasons he enjoys
growing the berries now.

picture to the left is one of his

You can find Dennis’ berries at

largest. He mentioned he had

the Molalla Farmer’s Market at

another roughly the same size,

the Hoffman House Antique

but ate it before he could

Mall for the summer harvest

measure. I’d have done the

season. The weather in April

same, so I can’t blame him.

will determine how early the

The third variety is the Blue
Boy and it ripens about the
same time as the Chandler.
They happen to be the
smallest fruits, but are Dennis’
favorite. He likened the flavor
to the Torani Blueberry syrup
that you can get at many
espresso stands. I’d have to
say that if you used these

Photos by Dennis Hoffman

not omit it all together.

berries to make this month’s

berries ripen, but you can
generally expect him there at
the beginning, starting
roughly the first week of June.
Be sure to watch the marquee
board at the Hoffman House
Antique Mall for when the
market opens. Once open give
Dennis’ fresh-picked berries a
try and support our local
farming community.
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Do you suffer from:

Do you suffer from:

✓ Muscle Wasting

✓ Sugar Cravings

✓ Poor Posture

✓ Brain Fog

✓ Memory Failing

✓ Memory Failing

✓ Balance and Coordination Issues

✓ Lack of Focus

✓ General Weakness

✓ Constipation

✓ Limited Mobility

✓ Diarrhea

✓ High Fall Risk/Concern

✓ IBS

✓ Loss of Joint Range of Motion

✓ Chronic Pain

✓ Joint Instability

✓ Chronic Fatigue

✓ Autoimmune Disease

✓ Autoimmune Disease

✓ Inflexibility

✓ Energy Fluctuations

✓ Chronic Pain

✓ Heartburn

✓ General Weakness

✓ Bloating

✓ Use an Assistive Walking Device

✓ Gas

✓ Need Non-Clinical Continuing Injury Recovery

✓ General Inflammation

& Recently Released from PT
If these sound like you, you may benefit from

If these sound like you, you may benefit from

Corrective Exercise!

Nutritional Therapy!

Krysti Slonaker is the founder and owner of Redirect Wellness. She is a
Certified Nutritional Therapy Practitioner and also a Corrective
Exercise Specialist who does her work in the comfort of your own
home. She knows your body can heal if given the right tools. Give her a
call for a free phone consultation to see if she’s the right
addition to your wellness journey!
Redirectwellness@gmail.com
503-856-6963
One-on-One as well as group class options available

10
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Local Sponsors
Are you a local wellness business? Do
you support the body in some way
and are looking to find local clients,
patients and partnerships?

Are you a local farmer or natural
products manufacturer? Are you
looking to increase your herd shares
or customer base?

Advertise Here!!

Advertise Here!!

Quarter, half, and full-page spots are
available.

Quarter, Half, and full-page spots are
available.

For details email Krysti at
redirectdigest@gmail.com

For details email Krysti at
redirectdigest@gmail.com

My vision for this Journal:
To support and encourage the local community to become tighter knit
To grow relations between the local farmers and the residents
To spread the message of wellness through alternative methods and nutrition
To bring a more healthful vibrancy to the area
Remain free to subscribers

If you have a recommended local farmer to feature for a future issue, please email me at
redirectdigest@gmail.com
The Featured Farmer section is FREE to the featured farmer!

My vision for this journal is for it to become a known and trusted source of information. I’m
hoping that it grows big enough to have guest articles, recipes and columns, and to bring a
greater connection between the residents and the farmers doing the hard work to bring
food to our tables.
11
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Move Your Body

Benefits of Exercise and how to get started

What do you think of when you

overview of benefits will

hear the word “exercise”? Is it a

hopefully spark something that

specific type of movement that

will encourage exercise of

comes to mind? What about an

some kind.

emotion? Do you have thoughts of

keep you there.
Imagine a brick retaining wall
that is 15 feet high, 30 feet long,
and 4 feet wide. That’s a large

An article in the BC Medical

wall isn’t it? Each layer will need

Journal (Vol. 58, No. 3 April 2016)

363 bricks to be carefully and

detailed some of the benefits of

skillfully set into place, and the

physical fitness based on current

strength required to hold up the

Many of us tend to groan at the

research. Their summary

earth is a great feat, in total

thought of lifting weights or

included reduction in

requiring 18,669 bricks.

dragging ourselves to the gym.

development of chronic

There’s something about humans

diseases like stroke, cancer,

that make us much prefer to take

diabetes and hypertension.

the easiest route. Our hereditary

Other benefits included

memories imply that we must

promoting cognitive function.

preserve any energy that we may

In fact some studies have shown

have so that we might be able to

brain function improvement with

escape from something wanting

relatively simple exercises, which

to eat us.

may come as a surprise. Even

dread? Is the image you drudge
up one of endless boring minutes
on a treadmill? You’re not alone.

At the same time, after we’ve
broken the immobility habit, we
begin to crave movement more.

very small increases in your
physical activity can have
significant health benefits.

We build our strength and
improve our fitness much like the
steps required to build the
retaining wall. First you must lay
down the bottom layer, one brick
at a time. Each individual brick is
tiny in comparison to the end
product yet every brick is
imperative to the success of the
wall’s strength. In the end, the
only way for the project to meet
its full potential will be to lay

This is a healthier alternative. The

I’d like to offer a different

down a solid bottom layer then

benefits that I’ll briefly discuss

approach to exercise; one that

build upon it, one layer at a time.

are likely things you’ve heard a

doesn’t particularly include the

Once the foundation is complete

million times, but common

gym and endless droning

and well built, the success of the

knowledge does not always

moments on a piece of equipment

mean common practice. My

that requires a distraction to

(Continued p. 13)
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earth being held in place is such

turn into 15, then 20, then a full

to the outdoors. We have trails

that it will last a very long time

hour. Over the course of the time

that range from a quarter mile to

without needing to revisit the

that you’re building your stamina

hundreds of miles. We have the

foundation again.

in a gentle and unintimidating

Molalla River Corridor within a

way, your excitement will begin

short drive, as well as a quick trip

to grow. Your craving for

to Tualatin for the Bird Sanctuary.

movement will become more and

The fresh air, the color, the trees

more. Then one day you will find

and good company will do

that exercise isn’t so intimidating

wonders for your brain, your

or daunting. You’ll also find that

coordination, and your heart. It

your body is ready to strength

really can be that simple.

In the same way we must lay a
foundation, we must also
acknowledge the foundation our
bodies have now in order to be
able to build strength upon it.
You must know where you are
in order to know how to get
where you want to go. It is
completely illogical to take a

train using your body weight or
possibly even hand weights.

What is your current walking
capacity? Slowly over time it will

person who moves a mere 5

If you’re brand new to exercise,

improve. After some more time

minutes of gentle walking a day

and particularly interested in

you’ll be able to increase your

and suddenly require hours of

improving and maintaining

elevation gain. Suddenly one day

heavy sweating. This promotes

neurological function, you may be

you’ll notice that your ability to

injury and quickly leads to

surprised to learn that one of the

walk up the stairs at home, or step

burnout.

absolute best exercises you can

over the dog, or avoid the

do is to get outside and walk in

surprise soccer ball from the kids

nature on uneven ground. Yes,

across the street is easy.

My approach is different. Yes,
change is required in order to see
benefit, but for a person who

I’m suggesting that you go take a

Did you think that hiking or

suffers from autoimmune

walking outdoors could bring

conditions, chronic pain, or

your life back?

fatigue, a more gentle

While hiking shouldn’t be the

approach is needed. Where

end of your fitness excursions,

are you now? Do you do 5

it is an enjoyable way to begin

minutes, or no minutes?

your health journey.

Great. Now we know where to
start. Pick one thing. Just one. If
you are able to complete 5
minutes of gentle walking a day,

Remember to celebrate every
hike; but I’m suggesting an

brick you lay. Insurmountable

enjoyable one.

feats are conquered with mere

tomorrow add 15 more seconds.

We are lucky here in the

Over time, those 5 minutes will

northwest to have ample access

footsteps. Start today, for the
sake of your tomorrows.

13
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Krysti’s Korner

Part 1 of 5: The Why Series

Why? One generally must ask the question: why?
Why do I do this? Why do I put myself out there,
for the world to ridicule—to see? Why put myself
out for the world to discover who I am, both inside

Etiam eu ipsum.
Donec ac arcu.

and out? Simply because I am terrible at being
multiple people at the same time—why choose
between writer, foodie, personal trainer, hiker,
wife, or daughter? Why subject one’s self to a
stranger’s opinion? Why go against mainstream
propaganda and challenge the thoughts of modern
nutrition, exercise, and health?
- sodales.

Because I HAVE to.
I was gifted with a passion for helping people. I
knew in my soul, when I was very young, that I
needed to do something that would help—

redirect as many people as possible toward

something that would better the lives of complete

feeling their best, living their best, and

strangers.

being their best.

I often say that if I were able to help just one
person live their best life, I will have accomplished
everything and can die happy. I feel this to be
true. To help a single unique individual find
direction would be the biggest blessing I could
ever receive.
As much as I’d like to believe that I’d be happy
with helping only one person, I have to be honest
with myself, and declare that one isn’t enough. I
must help many. I must shout out everything that I
know, with irrepressible passion, so that I might

When we feel better, we are better. When
we feel like we can conquer the world, we
do. We put ourselves out there; we put forth
effort and shine brightly so that those in the
dark might also see where their feet are
falling. We scream to the mountaintops that
we don’t have to settle for this. We don’t
have to settle for sickly, and weak, and
imbalanced, and frail, and helpless, and—
worst of all—hopeless...

...To Be Continued issue 2...
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It Takes a Village

How you can be a part of this journal

My vision for this journal is big—

But this is where I need your help.

maybe not National circulation

I need to know what you’re

big, but local-big.

interested in regarding food and

I want to highlight the farming
and food side of our community. I
want to create a journal that feeds

health so that I can write relevant
articles that you’ll find
interesting.

and nourishes the people here

I also need your help in

within our local acres. I want a

connecting with the local farmers

journal that connects the farmer

for the Featured Farmer section.

to the tables of the greater

As much as I’d like to say that I

Molalla area.

know all of them, I simply do not.

I believe that food heals, and the
most nourishing food is the
freshest food, and the way to get

So please send your favorite
farmer my way so that I may
interview them to be featured.

the freshest food, is to get it

I also need sponsors. I’d like to

straight from the hands that

keep this journal free for those

nurtured and planted it: Farmer

that receive it. This may be the

Direct.

part of my dream I cannot keep,

Farmer Direct food sourcing is

Dreams really can
come true

but by golly I am going to try.

the most sustainable way to

I also need grace. I ask for your

source food, and is often less

patience as I iron out the wrinkles

expensive than importing, not to

in starting this new endeavor. It’s

mention avoiding the chemicals

been something I’ve dreamt of

that are put onto and into foods to

since I was in high school, and

keep them stable for shipping

believing that dreams really can

from around the globe.

come true, here it is, coming true.
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Share this Journal!
Do you know someone that would benefit from this
journal? Have them contact me via Email to
redirectdigest@gmail.com with their preferred
delivery method! I’ll need their email address or
their mailing address.
Do you, or do you know someone who, would like
Nutritional Therapy, or needs some joint and muscle
stabilization using corrective exercise? Same
scenario as above! Reach out via email or phone.
Redirectwellness@gmail.com
503-856-6963
www.redirectwellness.com

+
Redirect Wellness, LLC
Krysti Slonaker, NTP
25 NW 23rd Pla, Ste 6-179
Portland, OR 97210
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